
Close %  Chg.

51025 1.16

15098 0.95

58487 1.44

21522 -0.86

27778 -1.31

3109 1.22

31802 0.97

12609 -2.41

3821 -0.54

5926 0.40

14443 0.43

7587 -0.78

9/3/2021 Buy Value Sell Value Net Value

FII's 11,281.25 8,479.38 2,801.87

DII's 6,216.33 4,966.11 1,250.22

Source - NSE

U.S. Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen said that President Joe Biden’s $1.9 trillion

coronavirus aid package will provide enough resources to fuel a “very strong”

U.S. economic recovery, but will not address longstanding inequality problems.

“This is a bill that will really provide Americans the relief they need to get to the

other side of the pandemic, and we expect the resources here to really fuel a

very strong economic recovery,” Yellen said. She repeated her expectations that

the package would allow the United States to return to pre-pandemic “full

employment” levels by next year. Yellen said there would still be longstanding

inequality problems in the economy that needed to be addressed by further

legislation. The Biden administration agreed to drop an increase in the minimum

wage to $15 as part of the COVID-19 package. The administration plans to

pursue that separately and has proposed trillions of dollars in investments in

infrastructure, education and research. Asked about inflation if the increased

spending causes the economy to run too hot, Yellen said she did not expect that

to happen but “there are a lot of risks faced by this economy” and that the

package addresses the biggest ones that can cause permanent scarring on

people’s lives.
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Japan's economy expanded at a slower-than-initially-reported pace in October-

December, with firms turning more cautious about spending on plant and

equipment as the impact of the coronavirus pandemic weighed on the economic

outlook. The slower growth was mainly due to weaker capital expenditure and

public spending, which both expanded less than previously thought in the fourth

quarter, even as exports remained solid. Separate data showed household

spending was hit by a bigger annual drop in January than in the prior month, a

sign the COVID-19 pandemic was keeping consumers cautious about shopping.

The economy grew an annualised 11.7% in October-December, weaker than the

preliminary reading of 12.7% annualised growth to mark the second straight

quarter of growth, Cabinet Office data showed. The reading, which was weaker

than economists' median forecast for a 12.8% gain, translates into a real

quarter-on-quarter expansion of 2.8% from October-December, versus a

preliminary 3.0% gain. Capital spending grew 4.3% from the previous quarter,

lower than a preliminary 4.5% rise, but outpacing the median forecast for a

4.1% increase.
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Bank of England Governor Andrew Bailey said that people should be positive

about Britain's economic prospects as it emerges from the COVID pandemic but

also realistic about the challenges from structural change. "If I had to

summarise the diagnosis, it's positive but with large doses of cautionary

realism," Bailey said in a speech to the Resolution Foundation, a think tank. A

slowing of new COVID infections and the "huge achievement" of Britain's

vaccine programme meant there was light at the end of the tunnel. Bailey said

the expected recovery would be helped by the BoE's ultra-low interest rates and

its bond-buying programme, "and in my view it amply justifies our current

stance on monetary policy". Finance minister Rishi Sunak's decision last week to

extend furlough support until the end of September was likely to limit the peak

in unemployment but was unlikely to completely stop joblessness rising after the 

programme ends, Bailey added. Sunak's budget also included measures to

support economic growth through significant investment in infrastructure, skills

and innovation, Bailey said, potentially easing one of the drags on Britain's

economy. But there was a lot of uncertainty about how much the changes in the

economy seen during the pandemic would persist.

Trading activity on NSE and BSE in Capital Market 
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Product Exp. Date Open High Low Close
% 

Change
O.Int % Cng OI Volume ATP

USD-INR Mar 2021 73.5400 73.5400 73.0925 73.1400 -0.34 2465709 -1.36 2543611 73.27

EUR-INR Mar 2021 87.2400 87.2425 86.9800 87.1525 -0.11 109280 -5.49 169254 87.08

GBP-INR Mar 2021 101.5575 101.7200 101.4175 101.5475 -0.01 174843 -4.00 304017 101.57

JPY-INR Mar 2021 67.3575 67.4000 67.1800 67.3250 -0.53 34656 -13.56 87974 67.28

Last Trade INR U.S. $ Euro € U.K. £ ¥en

 1 INR = - 0.0137 0.0115 0.0099 1.4919 Date Last Previous

 1 U.S. $ = 72.873 - 0.8415 0.7209 108.771 USD 69.171 69.171

 1 Euro € = 86.578 1.1881 - 0.8568 129.23 EURO 77.702 77.702

 1 U.K. £ = 101.109 1.3867 1.1670 - 150.84 YEN 62.520 62.520

 1 ¥en = 0.6699 0.0092 0.7736 0.0066 - GBP 90.476 90.476

Name Rate % Change Name Rate % Change

EURUSD 1.1881 -0.16 GOLD 44857 1.45

GBPUSD 1.3867 -0.16 SILVER 67480 2.47

USDJPY 108.77 0.24 CRUDE 4680 -1.87

EURGBP 0.8568 0.05 NAT.GAS 193.7 -0.41

EURJPY 0.00 0.00 COPPER 675.3 -2.99

GBPJPY 150.84 0.09 ZINC 215.7 -1.69

AUDINR 56.06 -0.19 NICKEL 1179.4 -1.81

USDMYR 4.1250 0.24 ALUMINIUM 172.4 -1.26

MONTH RATE MAR APR MAY MONTH RATE MAR APR MAY

MAR 73.14 0.397 0.677 MAR 87.15 0.520 0.792

APR 73.54 0.280 APR 87.67 -3.00 0.272

MAY 73.82 MAY 87.95 -5.00

MONTH RATE MAR APR MAY MONTH RATE MAR APR MAY

MAR 101.55 0.490 0.843 MAR 67.33 0.407 0.662

APR 102.04 -3.00 0.353 APR 67.73 -3.00 0.255

MAY 102.39 -5.00 MAY 67.99 -5.00

Core CPI m/m
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OPEN 73.54

HIGH 73.54

LOW 73.09

CLOSE 73.14

% CNG -0.34

RS. CNG -0.25

VOLUME 2543611

OPEN INT 2465709

SUP RES

72.97 73.42

72.81 73.71

72.52 73.87

PIVOT POINT 73.26
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USDINR yesterday settled down by -0.34% at 73.14 as investors hoped for a quicker economic recovery helped by

the COVID-19 vaccination rollout and a growth-focused federal budget. Data showed that India's economy grew

0.4% in October to December, ending its severest recession since at least 1996, when the country first began

publishing its GDP numbers. On the monetary policy front, the Reserve Bank of India said last month it would

continue its support to the economy amid the pandemic crisis as the country's retail inflation stayed within the

central bank’s target range for the second consecutive month in January. India’s trade deficit in goods widened to

$12.88 billion in February from $10.16 billion during the same period a year earlier, preliminary data released by

the government showed. Merchandise exports fell 0.25% in February from a year earlier to $27.67 billion, while

imports were up 6.98% to $40.55 billion, the data showed. Speculators cut their net short dollar positions in the

latest week, according to calculations by U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission data released. The value of

the net short dollar position fell to $27.80 billion in the week ended March 2, the smallest short position since Dec.

15, compared with a net short of $29.33 billion the previous week. The Financial Benchmark India Private Ltd

(FBIL) set the reference rate for the rupee/dollar at 73.0023 Technically market is under long liquidation as market

has witnessed drop in open interest by -1.36% to settled at 2465709 while prices down -0.25 rupees, now USDINR

is getting support at 72.97 and below same could see a test of 72.81 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen

at 73.42, a move above could see prices testing 73.71.

ACTION SELL USDINR MAR 2021 @ 73.15 SL 73.25 TGT 73.02-72.92. NSE

CHART FOR THE DAY

SYSTEMATIX SHARES AND  STOCKS (INDIA) LIMITED 
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OPEN 87.24

HIGH 87.24

LOW 86.98

CLOSE 87.15

% CNG -0.11

RS. CNG -0.10

VOLUME 169254

OPEN INT 109280

SUP RES

87.01 87.27

86.87 87.38

86.76 87.52

PIVOT POINT 87.13
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EURINR yesterday settled down by -0.11% at 87.1525 as investors turned to bond yields and the dollar after the

US Senate passage of a $1.9 trillion stimulus bill. Last week, US Fed chief said that the economic reopening could

boost inflation temporarily. The euro has been recently under pressure as investors continue to monitor the slow

pace of COVID-19 vaccination in the EU and its impact on Europe's economic recovery. Elsewhere, remarks from a

number of European Central Bank policymakers this week suggested the bloc's monetary authority stands ready to

provide more stimulus if needed to keep yields down and support the economy. Eurozone investor confidence

improved to the highest level in more than a year in March as lockdowns had little negative impact, survey data

from Sentix showed. The investor sentiment index advanced to +5.0 in March from -0.2 in February. Germany's

industrial production decreased unexpectedly in January on weak construction output, data from Destatis revealed.

Industrial production fell 2.5 percent month-on-month in January, while economists had forecast an increase of 0.2

percent after climbing by revised 1.9 percent in December. By spring at the latest, the trend in industrial production

should clearly point upwards again and support the strong recovery of the entire economy that is then expected.

The Financial Benchmark India Private Ltd (FBIL) set the reference rate for the rupee/euro at 86.9117 Technically

market is under long liquidation as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -5.49% to settled at 109280

while prices down -0.1 rupees, now EURINR is getting support at 87.01 and below same could see a test of 86.87

levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 87.27, a move above could see prices testing 87.38.

ACTION SELL EURINR MAR 2021 @ 87.85 SL 88.10 TGT 87.60-87.45. NSE

CHART FOR THE DAY
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OPEN 101.56

HIGH 101.72

LOW 101.42

CLOSE 101.55

% CNG -0.01

RS. CNG -0.01

VOLUME 304017

OPEN INT 174843

SUP RES

101.40 101.71

101.25 101.87

101.09 102.02

PIVOT POINT 101.56

GBP - INR
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GBPINR yesterday settled down by -0.01% at 101.5475 as the UK's relative success in COVID-19 vaccinations

supported the British currency and data showed speculators were the most bullish in three years. Bank of England

Governor Andrew Bailey said that people should be positive about Britain's economic prospects as it emerges from

the COVID pandemic but also realistic about the challenges from structural change. "If I had to summarise the

diagnosis, it's positive but with large doses of cautionary realism," Bailey said in a speech to the Resolution

Foundation, a think tank. A slowing of new COVID infections and the "huge achievement" of Britain's vaccine

programme meant there was light at the end of the tunnel. Bailey said the expected recovery would be helped by

the BoE's ultra-low interest rates and its bond-buying programme, "and in my view it amply justifies our current

stance on monetary policy". Finance minister Rishi Sunak's decision last week to extend furlough support until the

end of September was likely to limit the peak in unemployment but was unlikely to completely stop joblessness

rising after the programme ends, Bailey added. Sunak's budget also included measures to support economic growth

through significant investment in infrastructure, skills and innovation, Bailey said, potentially easing one of the

drags on Britain's economy. The Financial Benchmark India Private Ltd (FBIL) set the reference rate for the

rupee/British pound was fixed at 100.9247 Technically market is under long liquidation as market has witnessed

drop in open interest by -4% to settled at 174843 while prices down -0.01 rupees, now GBPINR is getting support

at 101.4 and below same could see a test of 101.25 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 101.71, a

move above could see prices testing 101.87.

ACTION BUY GBPINR MAR 2021 @ 101.75 SL 101.55 TGT 102.00-102.25. NSE

CHART FOR THE DAY



OPEN 67.36

HIGH 67.40

LOW 67.18

CLOSE 67.33

% CNG -0.53

RS. CNG -0.36

VOLUME 87974

OPEN INT 34656

SUP RES

67.20 67.42

67.08 67.52

66.98 67.64

PIVOT POINT 67.30
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JPYINR yesterday settled down by -0.53% at 67.325 as the passage of US President Joe Biden’s coronavirus relief

package fueled a surge in long term bond yields and boosted optimism in the US economic recovery. The US-10

year yield remained near 13-month highs of 1.591%, while local 10-year rates held flat at 28-month highs of

0.124% as Bank of Japan Deputy Governor Masayoshi Amamiya said bond yields should be allowed to move more

“as long as it does not diminish the effect of monetary easing”, suggesting that steps to revive a nascent market

will be discussed at next week’s policy review. The BOJ’s policy review in March will discuss how to balance the

need to keep borrowing costs low and minimise the demerits of prolonged easing, such as a deterioration in bond

market functions, he said. “A big fluctuation in interest rates could have undesirable consequences. But when it’s

limited to a certain range, it’s possible to enhance bond market functions, without diminishing the monetary easing

effect of our policy,” he said in a speech. The BoJ is scheduled to wrap up a policy review next week to make its

monetary easing sustainable over the long haul, given that inflation looks set to stay below the BoJ’s stable 2%

target for a long time. The Financial Benchmark India Private Ltd (FBIL) set the reference rate for the rupee/100

Japanese yen at 67.33 Technically market is under long liquidation as market has witnessed drop in open interest

by -13.56% to settled at 34656 while prices down -0.3575 rupees, now JPYINR is getting support at 67.2 and below

same could see a test of 67.08 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 67.42, a move above could see

prices testing 67.52.

ACTION SELL JPYINR MAR 2021 @ 68.82 SL 69.65 TGT 69.10-69.30. NSE
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